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Metropolis Collaborate. 
Welcome to the team.



Tackable fabric partitions divide space and help 
to display information. Choose from Tayco’s 
entire line-up of environmentally friendly  
panel fabrics.

Transaction tops are available in 
laminate and tempered glass, and 
facilitate the flow  
of information within team 
environments.



Metropolis Collaborate.  
Where a common space yields uncommon results.

Furniture Ensemble

Flexibility

Metropolis Collaborate combines the sophistication of the 

Metropolis Collection with the organizational and planning 

capabilities of an office system. Offering 1-inch and 1 1/2-

inch worksurfaces in an array of laminate colors, it’s easy 

to complement the aesthetics of any interior. Similar to a 

systems product line, Metropolis Collaborate divides above 

worksurface space with tackable fabric, laminate, glazed, and 

accessory bar partitions, which range in height from 8-inches 

to 32-inches. Desired privacy levels and access to natural 

light is achieved gracefully.

Teamwork

Where casegoods act like a system, Metropolis Collaborate 

allows workstations to be clustered together in an open plan 

environment to create teams. Lower partitions help co-

workers feel connected to each other, improving productivity. 

Transaction tops are available in tempered glass and 

laminate, and provide additional worksurface space when two 

or three heads are better than one.

Organization

A variety of overhead and under worksurface storage options 

allow work and personal items to be out of sight, but easily 

within reach.

Featured Station

Metropolis Collaborate fosters open communication between 

co-workers. Low partitions and transaction tops promote the 

sharing of ideas, while extension worksurfaces provide a 

location for impromptu meetings. 

FEATURED CONFIGURATIONS

Finishes

Worksurface Laminate: White with matching vinyl trim

Storage and Gable Laminate: Tuxedo with matching vinyl trim

Fabric: 5033 Rococo Cressent 

Handle Style: Manhattan

Handle Color: Brushed Nickel



Accessory bars increase the organizational 
capabilities of Metropolis Collaborate. Current 
documents and work tools are neatly kept and 
within reach. 

Metropolis Collaborate’s overhead mounted 
utility lamp provides individual control of task 
lighting in a workspace. Cables are neatly 
managed within the post.

A cantilever used in place of a gable to support 
worksurfaces removes obstructions and 
increases leg room.
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